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FINAL ROUND INTERVIEW:     LUCAS GLOVER 
May 8, 2016 
 
 
 

Q.  ... getting a few of those 12- to 15-foot birdie putts to go.  Was it the same story 

today, another clean scorecard pretty much but those just didn't fall for you? 

 

LUCAS GLOVER:  I didn't make any of them.  I tend to under-read them here this week just 

because of the speed.  I couldn't play them high enough and I missed a bunch on the low 

edge and there's some intimidating putts out there.  You get some five-footers that are well 

outside of the hole and hard to hit them firm enough, and I struggled with that.  But I was 

solid from four feet and in, which has been a struggle of late so pleased with that.  And I 

drove it wonderfully and ironed it pretty good.  I just didn't make any birdie putts.  And then 

bogey the last trying to stuff one in there, make a birdie and hit it on the wrong side of the 

hole. 

 

Q.  As far as getting the speeds down, are these greens about as tough as there is as 

far as finding the groove with the speeds? 

 

LUCAS GLOVER:  They're so fast but yet there's grain which is obviously for very fast 

bermuda, that's common.  But when they're this fast it's hard to make yourself hit one uphill 

into the grain as hard as you think.  So you get over one and it's uphill into the grain, you're 

like, sweet, I can be aggressive, and then you leave that short because it's in your head.  

But they were perfect, I'm not complaining.  They're absolutely perfect.  They're just difficult 

and that's the way it should be. 

 

Q.  Luke, I'm sure they're aware they're going to change this golf course beginning 

tomorrow.  Considering how hard this golf course is on the PGA Tour schedule with 

THE PLAYERS, is that a good thing or a bad thing? 

 

LUCAS GLOVER:  I've learned in my years out here that no matter what anyone does, 

golfers don't like change.  We're kind of routine and set in our ways.  Every change they've 

made here has been positive, but we as a whole still complain because we like it so much 

here.  So it will be interesting to see.  I spoke to Mr. Harris and saw Mr. Fazio and they told 

me a few things they wanted to do and it sounds like it's going to be great.  So I'm bummed 

because I like it so much here, but it will be fine. 

 

Q.  The grass is changing, how perfect these greens are rolling.  Is there concern 

about the new grass coming in or not? 

 

LUCAS GLOVER:  I don't know.  They've got these pretty good pretty quick, so it will be 

fine.  Mr. Harris doesn't accept anything but perfect and that's why it's so good here. 

 

Q.  This is one of the best finishes you've had in a handful of years at any tournament.  
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Is that a reflective of just a place you like and feel comfortable at or reflective that 

your game's coming around and you're feeling better about the overall state of 

things? 

 

LUCAS GLOVER:  I've been busting my butt actually is what it is.  I've really been working 

hard physically, mentally, everything.  And, you know, it's maybe a week-to-week thing, but I 

hit the ball great this week and I felt like I hit a bunch of putts that could have gone in that 

didn't.  But I worked hard.  Four rounds under par this week is pretty good. 
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